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Abstrac t

jects I (n=J0) self-generated. r.uf es describing the schedule of reinforcement they were responding
uncler was experimentally manipurated by varying the accuracy
of the instructions given each subject prior to the conditionThe accuracy of

sub

ing trial period. An examinati on of both the frequency of
and cumulative responding of the subjects receiving erroneous
vr6o or vRrro instructions indicated that subjects v,'ho were
u.na\^/are of the adninistered FI6o/Frroo schedule responded as
if under the control of the itlusory rather than the administered contingencies. Arvareness of the applied schedule anpeared
to be correl ated to control by the applied schedule over the
responding of subjects receiving erroneous instructions. However, there wa.s some evidence to indicate that control by the
Fr6oÆrloo schedufe cculd be exerted over the responding of
sub jects rvithout the su.b ject's a\\'areness of the schedu.le. As
su.ch, there wou-ld seem to be sone support for a more nonmediational approach to the role of awareness in the behavior
change process. That is, althou.gh unav/are conditioning is,
at best, vreak, it wou.lC appear that it can occltr.
Evi-Cence vras also gat)rered in an attempt to .¡a1iCate a recognition th:eshold oaracign as an alternative to t,he more tr.aditicnal questicrnaire raradigm in the assessment of awarelless. Ïot^tever, ccntrar;r {9 expectation, sub jects r,¡ho v/ere
a\'¡are cf a pa:"ticu-Lar schedul e cf r einf orcement failecj to 7'e-

cotnize completely a sentence describing that schedule of
reinforÒernent at a lower l-evel of stimulus clarity than did
those subjects unaware of that schedule. The present evidence
wou.fd not seem to support a recognition threshold paradigm
as a viable alternative in the assessment of awareness.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

A study by Kaufman, Baron, and Kopp (f966) has provided evidence to indicate that instructions play a significant role in the conditioning, or behavior change, Process. Kaufman et al-. provided their subjects with either
complete or minimal information about the required operant response and either accurate or erroneous information
concerning the schedule of reinforcement to be admini-stered. Those subjects erroneously informed that their responding would be under either a fixed-interval (FI) or a
variable-ratio (VR) schedule, when a variable-j-nterval(VI) schedul-e of reinforcement was in fact administered,
tended. to respond as if their behavior was under the control of the il-lusory rather than the administered schedule
of reinforcement. In light of evidence (Dawson & Biferno,
f9?3; \^Ieinstein & Ï,awson, 1963) tnat a subject's awareness of learning contingencies may be altered by manipulating the accuraey of instructions describing those learning contingencies, the Kaufman et al-. (1966 ) fin¿ings
would seem to have important impì-ications with respect to
the role of awareness in conditioning. Before elaborating
on these inplications, horvever, a brief revi-ew of Some of
the issues confronted when considering the role of arvareness in conditioning will be presented.

Is Awareness?
In describing the process of operant conditioning,
Skinner (l-969) tras suggested that three conditions must
always be specified in order to provide an adequate formulation of the i-nteraction between an organism and its
environment: 1) the oecasions upon which a response occurs, 2) the response itsel-f , and 3) the reinforcing consequences, It is the associations between these three
conditions that comprise, according to Skinner, the contingencies of reinforcement.
Numerous studies (nei'¡ire, 1964; Dulany, 196I, 1962¡

lVhat

Farber, 1963; Greenspoon, l-955; Holmes, 1967; Leventhal,
f959; Levin, 196I; Philbrick & Postman, 1955; Rosenfeld
& Baer, 1969; Spielberger, 1962, 1965; Spielberger & DeNike , 1966; Thorndike, 1933; Thorndike & Rock, l-934) have
attempted to establish whether the awareness of the contingencies of reinforcement is a prerequisite for conditionof these
ing to occur. Tn the majority if not alt
studies, awareness has been conceptualized as referring,
in general, to the conscious experiences that is, thoughts '
ideas, and hypotheses - of the subject. Operationally defined, awareness has generally referred to the ability to
correctly verbalize (or describe) one's response-reinforcenent contingencies (Bandura, 1969).

3

A simil-ar conceptualization of awareness will be adopted in this study; that is, awareness of the contingeneies
of reinforcement will refer to the formulation of a rule,
or rules, accurately describing the contingencies of reinforcement. In turn, the subject's formulation of such rules
wil-1 be inferred from the subject's ability to describe
any assoeiations between the occasions for the response, the
response itself, and the reinforcing consequences.
The Assessment of Awareness
The principal technique that has been empl-oyed in assessing the awareness of subjects has been a postconditioning questionnaire, in which the subject is required to deseribe, by successive questions, the contingeneies of reinforcement received. However, many j-nvestigators (DeNike,
L964; Levin, L96I) have found that the aetual format of this
assessment technique may affect results considerably, providing spuriously high, or 1ow, estimates of awareness.
When employing such an instrument as a postconditioning
questi-onnai-re, one must be wary of the extent to which the
continued questionning itself may facilitate awareness. That
is, concern must focus on the extent to lvhich a postconditioning questionnaire to assess awareness provides cues to
verbalizations that v¡ould otherwise be nonexistent.
At the other extrene, one must consider the extent to
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which results are due to the insensitivity of the instrument. That is, one must be conscious of the possibility

that awareness, although present, may not be detected because of the nature or format of the technique used to assess awareness.
. . .because of insensitive interviewing procedures,
failure to detect awareness has contri¡uted to the
positive results obtained in many investigations of
verbal conditioning which have purported to demonstrate learning without awareness (Levin, I96L).
There are other criticisms of a posteonditioning questionnaire technique that are unrelated to its specific format. For example, the establishment of a precise temporal
relationship between awareness and conditioning is, ar,
best, difficult when only a postconditioning questionnaire
technique is employed. since awareness is determined only
at the conclusion of the conditioning period, it is impossible to ascertain, for those subjects infemed to be aware,
at precisely v¡hat point during the trial period awareness
was attained, and hence, whether any conditioning has oecured
before awareness was attained (Dawson & Biferno, l_g?j),
Difficulty also arises when subjects who cannot verbalize the entire contingency relationship, but who can specify some of the components, are to be categori zed., That i=
I
postconditioning
the
questionnaire teckrrique assumes awareness to be a dichotomous variable, either present or absent,
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and as the following example from Eriksen and Kuethe (f956)

so graphically il-lustrates, problems arise when a subject
cannot be clearly assigned to either the aware or nonaware
group.

There were another five Ss who coul-d not be clearly
placed in either the insight or the noninsight group.
These subjects seemed to have a vague idea as to the
reasons for shock and what they needed to do to avoid
them, but their verbalizations were not definite enough

to permit clear-cut decisions (p.204).
One means of eliminating such problems of categori zation
would be to reconceptualize awareness as falling along a
continuum and, in turn, to develop Some instrument that could
quantify the degree of awareness of a subject.
Klein and \^iiener (t966) , in a preliminary attempt to
develop such an instrument that could quantify the degree of
awareness of a subject, have made use of what they refer to as
a "recognition threshold paradigm". A sentence describing
the contingeney of reinforcement is reproduced at varying
1evels of stimulus clarity' with the least clear reproduction being presented to the subject first, and. so on. The subject has to read each of these sentences, and it is assumed
that the lower the 1evel of stimulus clarity at v,¡hich the
sentence is recognized, the more aware the subject is of the
contingency described. Klein and Wiener base the rational-e
for such a paradigm on the hypothesis that the greater the
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the probability of emitting a response ' alf other factors
being constant, the lower the threshold required for the
controlling stimulus. Part of the present study will conof
or lack of it
centrate on establishing the validity
such an assessment technique, and. of the rationale on which
rt 1s

.1
þased.

The Experimental lllanipulation of Awareness

ïn attempting to circumvent the various difficulties
encountered when using a postconditioning questionnaire to
establish the awareness of a subject, several authors have
investigated whether or not awareness can be systematieally
manipulated. For example, Wei-nstein and Lawson (L963), using the Greenspoon (Ig55) verbal operant conditioning paradigrn, supplied varied. information concerning the nature of
the reinforcement, and then cond.ucted postexperimental interviews to aSSeSS the degree of awareness of the different
experimental groups of subjects. On the who1e, subjects receiving futl and accurate information shorved a higher probability of being aware than those subjects receiving either
minimal or no j-nformation. Similarly, Dat'¡son and Biferno
(I9?3) demonstrated that they could experimentally manipulate the probabllity that subjects would become aware of
the relationship between the CS and the UCS - in a discrimination galvanic skin response (çSn) classicat conditioning

paradign - by means of varying the verbal instructions
given each subject prior to the conditioning trial.
However, it is to be noted that such attempts at mani-

pulating awareness are not without problems of their owrl.
For example, within each of the above studies ' one could
not assume that a subject who had received a set of instructions correctly describing the learning contingencies lvas
necessarily aware of those learning contingencies. As Weinstein and Lawson (f9û) point out, even those subjects in
the group having full and accurate instructions did not uniforr¡ly reveal complete awareness. 2
Theoretical Approaches to thg Role of

Av¡areness

in Condition-

ino

Essentiafly, the point of contention between the various
theoretical approaches attempting to account for the rol-e
of awareness v¡ithin conditioning has centered on the temporal
relationship betlveen the formulati-on of accurate rul-es describing the contingencies of reinforcement ( that is, awareness), and the change of behavi-or. Although Bandura (L969),
in his review of the area, has referred to four theoretical
approaches to the rol-e of av¡areness in cond.itioning, it will
be seen that only trvo of these four approaches - a noninedrational and a cognitive approach are truly different or independent approaches to the problem.

of a nonmediational approach (Oo11ard A
Mil1er, ]r950; Goldiamond., LgZj; t{ichael, Ig?O; Skinner,
1953, 1969; Thorndike, lrg33) maintain that performanee change
or conditioning occurs independently of awareness.
... (t^¡e) know from laboratory studies of operant conditioning that if an experimenter defines and programs
the contingencies appropriately, they will- shaþe t¡re
behavior whether or not the subject is aware of the
relationship... But once the contingencies are there,
the behavior comes under their control whether or not
one is aware of them (Goldiamond, I9?3, p.98).
It is important to note that it is not the possible existence
of awareness that is denied within a nonmediational interpretation, but rather its role as a necessary causal agent in
behavior change (Terrace , I9?I), Thus, vrhile cond.itioning
is postulated as occuring independently of awar:eness, it is
not denied that the individual may eventualÌy come to recognize (t¡rat is, develop awareness) trre contingencies of reinforeement administered from the high output of correct responses. Awareness is thus viewed as being, temporally, a
resultant or concomitant of, rather than a precondition or
prerequisite for, behavior change.
Similarly, within both the independent response systerns
theory (Verplanck, 196Z) and the reciprocal interaction theory
(Farber, l_963) tne behavior change process is essentially
concepiualized as occuring independently of awareness. For
exaripÌe, Verolanck (1962) conceptualizes awareness as a verbal
.t1.dherents
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operant, and henee an independent response system, rather
than as a factor that must precede - or in any way controls
behavior change. Automatic control is thus assumed to be ex-

erted by the reinforcing stimuli over behavior, independent
of the effects of these stimuli upon awareness. As in the
nonmediational approach, awareness becomes, temporally, a
concomitant of behavior change.
Parenthetically, it is interesting to note that the verba1 "statements-of-rules", or hypotheses, (that is, the awareness of the subject) are conceptualized by Verplanck
QgeZ) as being conditionable, âs any other. simple operant
behavior.
Our habit of thinking of private events as causal agents of overt acts. . . have made it all but impossible
to consider the possibility that private events are
qualitatively similar to overt acts and that they are
influenced by many of the same variables that infl-uence

overt acts (Terrace, l-9?t, p.6).
Conceptualized by Farber (l-963) not as a theory but rather "as a framework within which a reasonable theory might be
developed" the reciprocal interaction approach considers
alvareness to be both a consequence of and a precondition for
behavior change. In support of his basic premises, Farber
refers to thorndike.
Unconscious learning is relatively undependable and
sl-ow... conscious avrareness of the relation between response and rewards is enormously effective, if and when
it occurs (Thorndike, 1933),

10

Farber (tgSl) t¡rus postulates that learning can occur,
to a limited extent, independently of the subject's understanding of the basis on which reinforcements are admini-

stered; however, in addition to making overt responses,
subjects are also developing hypotheses about the responsereinforcement contingencies. These self-generaied rules
can then serve as discriminative stiriuli for directing instrumental action; that is, accurate hypotheses are likely
to be accompanied by correct overt responses, whereas erroneous h¡rpotheses tend to coincide with inappropriate
performances.
These seÌf-generated rules are, in turn, selectively

strengthened, maintained, or extinguished by the differ-

ential reinforcements administered for the overt behavior
under their control. The correct hypotheses, once established,
can result in a substantial increase of appropriate responding
given adequate incentive conditions; that is, becoming aware
of the contingencies of reinforcement increases the efficiency
of performance
À study by Philbrick and Postman (1955) may be seen as iIlustrating the contentions of Farber. They found that a group
of subjects v¡ho remained unaware of the principle in a verbal
conditioning task shor¡ed a significant amount of learning;
hon'ever, thei-r performance was consistently poorer than that
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of a group of subjects who were able to verbalize the correct principle at some point in the learning series.
liowever, it should not be construed that the above approach of Farber (f955) is significantly different from the
basic assumptions of the nonmediational- approach, for even
the staunchest of adherents of a nonmediational view do not
role that the formulation of correct
deny the facilitative
rules describing the contingencies of reinforcement may play
in the behavior change Process.
Formal statements of contingencies, like instructi-ons,
have their effects, and if detailed enough may supply
rules which function as prior stimuli to control behavior resembling that which would be generated by.prolonged exposurõ to the contingencies themselves (Sxinner f966 , p.2l-5) ,
'
In summary, all three of the theoretical approaches discussed above are essentially simifar in that they basically
contend that awareness, or the formul-ation of accurate rules
describing the learning contingencies, does not need to temporally precede behavior change. That is, they all contend
that awareness does not play a causal role in the condition].ng process.

In sharp contrast, adherents of a cognitive view (e.g.
Spielberger & DeNike, 1966) contend that awareness of the
contingeneies of reinforcement is an absolute prerequisite
or precondition for behavior change. It is assumed that in
the course of observing the differential

consequences as-

LZ

sociated with different types of responses emitted individuals test varj-ous hypotheses about the requ.ired response
class, and "eventually figure out what they are supposed

to do (Bandura, 1969, p,566)", In a similar context, IVlischel
(f973) proposes that "ot'Ì the basis of direct experience, instructions, and observational J-earning, peopte develop expectancies about environmental contingencies".

This acquired information, in turn, gives rise to "intentions" r or "self-instructions" (self-generated rules),
to produce the correct response. As Dulany (tg6t) points
out, "subjects may hypothesize what is expected of them and
instruct themselves accordingly" .
The strength of this tendency to produce the correct
responses depends upon the subject's val-uation of the contingent incentives; thus, the magnitude of performance change
becomes a function of both the accuracy of the guiding hypotheses, or self-generated ru1es, and also the incentive
val-ue, for each subject, of the consequences contingent upon
the required behavior (Bandura, Lg6g; tllischel, lrg?3; Spielberger, L965). As Holmes (196? ) points out, "while awareness must precede improved performance, improved performance
need not necessarily folf ow a\^/areness (p. 2Bg)".

In summary, from a brief survey of the theoretical approaches that have attempted to account for the role of arvare-
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ness in conditioning, it would appear that the issue in
dispute is whether awareness is a necessary precond.ition

in the behavior change process, or merely a resul-tant, or
concomitant, of any behavior change that does occur. Unfortunately, current empirical evidence does little to resolve
this controversy.
Studies of Awareness and Conditioning
Verba1 operant conditioning stu-dies. Attempts to empirical1y resol-ve the controversy surrounding the role of alvareness in conditioning, and i-n operant conditioning in particular, have relied mainly upon a verbal operant paradigm.
The majority of these studies, in turn, have employed one
of tvro procedures: 1) The Greenspoon (L955) word naming
task, which involves the emission of a single brief consequence by the experimenter to one class of the words produced one at a time by the subject, and. 2) the Taffe1 (1955)
process, in which sentences employing specific subject pronouns are followed by some kind of reinforcing stimulus ( that
is, the sentences in which the designated pronoun appears are
selectively, or differentially, reinforced).
Evidence in support of a nonmediational approach has been
provided from studies employing a verbal conditioning paradigm. Specifically, these studies (Leventhal, f959; Levin &
Sterner, 1966; Philbrick & Postman, 1955; Rosenfeld & Baer,

\4
1969; Silver, Sa\Iz, & Il{odigliani, I97O¡ Thorndike & Rock,

f934) claim to have demonstrated that subjects vrho do not report awareness of the contingencies of reinforcement neverthefess show significant conditioning effects.
Bandura (1969), however, points out that much of the above
evidence is dismissed by adherents of a cognitive persuasion

as probably due to either the i-nsensitive methods used to
gauge awareness, or the operation of partially correct hypotheses in those subjects assessed as unaware. Levin (tg6t),
for example, maintains that when a more extensive interview
technique is used postexperimentally, the evidence for conditioning without awareness disappears.
Employing what they purport to be a "more extensive" procedure to assess awareness, a number of studies (Oettike, 7964i
Dulany, 1962; Holmes, 196?; Levin, l-96l-; Mondy, 1965; Spielberger, 1962, f965; r,,feinstein & Lawson, 1963) claim that their
results support a cognitive position. Specifical-1y, they claim
that the data shows an invarj-ant relationship between the presence of av¡areness and behavior change. In addition, the studies by Holmes (L96?), I\londy (1968), and Spielberger, Bernstein, and Ratcliff (1966) demonstrate how the subject's valuation of the contingent ineentives plays an important role in
l'¡hether or not the a\r'are subject's behavior changes apnro¡riatel-y

r5

fn critically evaluating the above studies, and their
cl-aims of providing evidence in support of a cognitive position, 1t is important to remember that as the questionnaire
is made more extensive, the possibility that the questionnaire
itsel-f may be suggesting awareness to a nonaware subject also
increases.
I

Even¡though it may not be possibl-e to avoid suggesting awareness to some subjects when detailed postconditioning
j-nterviews are usedr we will contend that such interviews

are to be preferred to the superficial interviews generaÌly
empì-oyed in investigations of the operant conditioning of
verbal behavior (Spielberger, 1962)-.
Thus, one must be cogni zant of the possibility that the awareness demonstrated in those studies purporting to support a
cognitive position may be an artifact of the "suggestive" format of the questionnaire used.
Àdditiona11y, âs has been discussed previous'ìy, when using
a postconditioning questionnaire technique as the only method
from v¡hich awareness is inferred, it is difficurt, if not impossible, to assess a precise temporal relationship between
awareness and the onset of any behavior change. However, a
study by DeNike (l-964) ¡ras attempted to deat with this 1imitation of the postconditioning questionnaire technique. utilizing an assessrnent procedure throughout the conditioning
trial, the study provided data indicating that performance
gains l'¡ere found only for arvare subjects. Furthermore, incre-

I6

in performance first occured in that block in which
avrare subjeets first recorded the correct rules describing
the eontingencies of reinforcement.

ments

Other, serious criticisms of the above studies supporting
a cognitive view have been raised. by Rosenfeld and Baer (1969).
They contend that the use of the Greenspoon word naming task
increases the probability of the subject questionning the purpose of the experÍ-ment; that is, when using such a paradigm,

the subject becomes oriented towards the discovery of what
sorts of words he shou]d emit, and thus focuses on the occasions for the emissions of the experimenter's voealization. Qther authors (Dixon, 1966; Sil-ver, Saltz, & Modigliani, ]1g?O) have voiced a similar concern for the use of such
a paradigm.
To control- for the above Sources of criticism, Rosenfeld
and Baer (1969) employed a verbal conditioning task designed
to be more representative of natural- interpersonal events
than was characteristic of other studies. To provide a more
subtle form of reinforcement, and to avoid calling the subject's attention to the likelihood that someone was trying
to change his verbal performance ' Rosenfeld and Baer gave
the subject the role of an interviewer whose goal was to
condition certain responses of an interviewee. In fact, üñknov¡n to the subject, the interviewee attempted to condition
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the "inteiviewer's" (tfre true sub jeet) verbal behavior. Tn
this wâV, Rosenfeld and Baer attempted to avoid giving the
subject a simple problem-soIvi-ng set with regard to the relationship of his verbal responses and those of the other
person.

Using a single-organism design to prevent the obscuring

of significant individual subject trends by grouped data,
the results of the study, indicate that the operant conditioning of verbal behavior can occur without awareness in some
persons and. that "a person may unknowingly let his verbal
behavior be controlled by another person in order to himself gain control over certain aspects of the other's behavior (Rosenfeld & Baer, 1969, p.425)". The authors conclude
that the success of the study suggested that "a major determinant of unav¡are verbal conditioning may be distraction
of the subject from the manipulative motive of the persons
vsith rvhom he is cornmunicating (p. 431)".
To summarize thus far, stud.ies employing a verbal operant
conditioning paradigm present equivocal evidence as to the
role of awareness j-n conditioning. Nor, ãs we sha1l see,

are the resu.lts of studies employing other conditioning paradlgms ân¡r ¡qs"" successful in resolving the controversy.
l'lon-verbal ol'erant conditioning studies. Although not as
extensir¡e1y used as a verbal operant conditioning paradign,

1B

there have been a number of studies that have empfoyed a
task-oriented operant paradigm in attempting to establish
the role of awareness. Two studies by Hefferline and his associates (Hefferline & Keenan, 1963; Hefferl-ine, Keenan, &
Harford, 1959 ) demonstrated that unaware subjects stil1 showed significant eonditioning of a "thumbtwitch" response. Utilizing an avoidance paradigm, Hefferline et al, (1959) reported that an invisibty small "thumbtwitch" increased in rate
of occurence when it served., vj-a el-ectromyographie amplification, to terminate or postpone aversive noise stimu.lation.
Subjects, âs assessed through the use of a general, nonspecific, postconditioning technique, in general remaj-ned unaware of their behavior and it effeets, unless they had received pretrial instructions outlining the contingencies of
reinforcement in detail.3
In a subsequent study, Hefferline and Keenan Ggel) used
monetary, or positive, reinforcement of the same "thumbtwitch"
response, again only detectable by the experimenter via electromyographic amplification. Resul-ts indicated that, âlthough
none of the subjeets could identify the response that produced the reinforcement (and hence could be presumed to be unav/are of the contingeneies of reinforcement), responses of the
chosen amplitude category increased substantially during rei nforcernent and dectined abruptly when reinforcement was with-
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drawn. Both of these studies purport to demonstrate, as point-

ed out by Skinner (1969) , that "a subject can learn to respond.
without knowi-ng that he has responded if the reinforced response is so subtle that he cannot perceive it (p. 245)".

A study by Ayllon and Azrin (L964), in which an operant procedure was employed. to modify the eating behavior of mental
patients, indirectly presents evidence that may be viewed. as
contradictory to the findings of the two above studies. Tt was
found that the reinforcement of the desired behavior was not
effective unless the reinforcement procedure was accompanied
by instructions that specified the basis for the reinforcement (tfrat is , until such time that it might be inferred that
it was highly probabl-e that the subjects were aware of the contingencies of reinforcement). That the failure to.provide a
statement of the relationship between the avaifability of the
reinforcernent and the subject's behavi-or appeared to constitute the essential factor in the failure of the subject's behavior to change in the desired direction may be interpreted
as lending support to the cognitivists. If one interprets the
differences in instructions as effecting differences in the
a\,/areness of the su-bjects, then awareness becomes, within
this stt¡.dyr a precondition for behavior change. However, it
mu.st be acknowledged that this is not the only interpretation
that can be nade frorn the data, and as su.ch, the above concfu-
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sion must be dealt with cautiously.
Studies empfoying other conditioning paradigms. Although
the primary focus of this study is on the functional- role of
awareness within operant conditioning, evidence from studies
employing a classical conditioning paradigm shall- not be ignored. Al-though an extensive revi-ew of the above l-iterature
is beyond the purvierv of this paper, a few of the studies will
be discussed briefly. For example, two of the earlier studies (Diven, I93?; Haggard, ì9LÐ) demonstrated that a word
may become a substitute stimulus for an electric shock, and
evoke a galvanic skin response (CSn) tftat diffentiates it
from nonshock words, even though the subject may be unaware
of the connectíon betrveen the word and the electric shock.
In sharp contrast, a more recent study by Insko and Oalces
(1966), in which the Staats and Staats procedure for classically condi-tioning attitudes toward nonsense syllables was
employed, provides evidence demonstrating a correlation between the occurenee of learning and the awareness of the subject. Further, they provide evi-dence demonstrating that an
interferring intertrial activity
color naning - significantly reduces both the awareness of the su.bject and the occurence of conditioning.
Darvson and Biferno (I9?O) attemptecl to nnanipulate the
probability that subjects wou.ld become aware of the rel-ation-
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ship between the CS and the UCS in a discrimination galvanic
skin response (CSn) classical conditioning paradigm by altering, or varying, the pretrial instructions given to subjects. Subjects were also given a false rationaler or masking task, for the study. Dawson and Biferno reported three
converging lines of evidence that seemed to suggest that, as
in the fnsko and Oakes (f966) study, awareness of the CS-UCS
relationship was a necessàTV, but not necessarily sufficient,
factor in human GSR discrimination cl-assical- conditioning.
First, eonditioning occured among groups'of aware (as inferred from a concurrent as well- as postconditioning measure of
av¡areness) subjects, but not among groups of unaware subjects
Furthermore, conditioning failed to occur when the probabilit¡' of av¡areness was, through the instructions givenr experimentally attenuated, but did occur when the probability
of avrareness r^/as experimentally facilitated. Finally, conditioning occured only at that point in the conditioning
trial that alvareness vìras first expressed.
Summarv and Statement of Purpose of the Studr¡
As has been seen, the evidence from numerous studies, employing a variety of conditioning paradigms, is equ.ivocal

in its su.pport of a nonmeCiatlonaf and a cognitive apnroach
to the ro]e of av¡areness in ccnditioning. Further research
is evidently required if a satisfactory resolution of the

issue is to be achieved.
The present study will focus on delineating the temporal
relationship between the formu.lation by subjects of rules
accurately describing the schedules of reinforcement administered in a non-verbal operant paradigm and the control of
the operant response by those administered contingencies.
As in the Kaufman et. al. (ryíe) stud¡', subjects will be
given pre-conditioning instructions varying in the accurac)¡
of their description of the forthcoming schedule. Specifical1y, subjects will be either accurately informed that a
variable-ratio (VR), variable-interval (Vf), or fixed-interval (FI) schedule will be administered, or, they will be
(rnis)inforned that a VI or VR schedule is to be administered
when in actuality a Ff schedule is applied.
If , as in the Kaufman et. al, (rySe) study, subjects who
are given erroneous information concerning the forthcoming
schedule respond as if under the control of the schedule that
is described rather than that which is administered than subjects vrho receive illusory VR j-nstructions should produce
a greater number of responses than subjects receiving illusory
VT instructions. As vrel I, both of these groups receiving the
i1'luscry instructions shoiild proCuce a greater nunber of resÐonses than sub j ecis oorrectly inf ormed of the FT sched'-rle ,
and adninistered the FI schedule. Such rvould be the case if

D.)
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subjects were actuall-y administered a VR or Vf schedule.
If these previous hynotireses are confirmed, concern will
then focus on the explanation of why iÌlusory instructions
exert such control over behavior, and the relevance of such
an explanation to resolving the controversy surrounding the
role of arvareness in conditioning. As discussed previously,
var)'ing the aecuracy of pre-conditioning instructions de-

scribing the response-reinforcement contingencies given a
su.bject has been shown to affect the subject's awareness of
those contingencies (Dawson & Biferno , Ig?3; Weinstein
Lawson, 1963), fn this study, those subjects receiving illusory VR or VI instructi ons may not have become a.ware of
the administered FT contingency. If so, and if it can be
further demonstrated that for those subjects awareness of
the administered Ff schedule must precede control by the FT
schedule of the operant response, then the data will lend
support to a cognitive rather than a nonmediational approach
to the role of awareness in conditioning.
Keeping the above qu.estion in mind, ârr assessment will be
made of the ar^¡areness of the FI schedu-le of those subjects
receiving i11u.sor';r or erroneou.s instructions. Itlext, concern
will focus on the subjects' responding as a function of
their assesseC alì'areness of the FI schedule. If the Ff scheCu.le ccmes to shape, or control, the responding of subjects
8s
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only as they beeome aware of it, then those subjects receiving illusory instructions but who become aware of the
FI schedule should respond more like those subjects correct1y informed of the FI schedu.le than should those subjects
given the same illusory instructions Þut who
remain unaware of the FI schedule, As weII, of those subjects
receiving illusory instructions, only those subjects becoming arvare of the FI schedul-e should show the "scalloping effect" ' of the FI schedule.
In summary, several predictions lvi1l be tested in this
TL

study:

(f) Subjects administered. a VR schedule should produce
more responses than those subjects administered a VT schedule'
who in turn, should produce more responses than those subjects
administered (and corcectly informed of) a Ff schedule.
(2) Subjects erroneou.sly informed that a VR schedule will
be administered should produce a greater number of responses
than those subjects erroneously informed that a VI schedule
is forthcomi.g, and both of these groups shoul-d produce more
responses than subjects administered (and correctly informed
of) a Ff schedul-e.
(l) Subjects recerving illusory VI (or VR) instructions
but rr'ho becorne aivare of the FI schedule administered should
produce ferver responses than those sub j ects r^rho also receive
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illusory VI ( or VR) instructions but who remain unaware of
the administered FI scheduJe.
(4) Of those subjects receiving illusory VR or Vf instru-ctions, only those subjects who become aware of the administered FI schedule should display the "scall-oping effect"
associated with the Ff schedule.
In add.ition to the above issues, this study will attempt
to provide data to assess the validity of a recognition
threshold measure (ftein & i{einer, Lg66) as an alternative
to the questionnaire paradigm in the assessment of the àvrareness of the subject. To this effect, subjects will be
presented v¡ith five sentences, each reproduced at ten levels
of stimul-us clarity. Each of the five groups of sentences
will describe a different schedule of reinforcement. If the
assumptive model of Klein and. Weiner Gçee) is correct, then
subjects inferred from the questionnaires to be aware of
the schedule of reinforcement applied to their behavior
should come to recognize that sentence describing that schedule at a lower level- of stimulus clarity than those subjects j-nferred to be unaware of that schedute of reinforcement. fn particular, interest v¡ill be focused around those
subjects receiving illusory instructions and their performance on the sentence describing the FI schedu-le as a function of their assessec aivareness of the FI schedule.

C}IAPTER

IT

METHOD

Subiects and Experimentaf Design

Fifty introductory psychology students from the University of Manitoba participated as experimentat subjects as nart
of their course requirement. It is important to note that because of the i-ncentive conditions used in this study all of
these subjects needed three (or more) hours of experimentalcredit before participating in this study.
; Five males and five females were randomly assigned to each
of the five experimental groups. Instructions accurately describing the schedule of reinforcement that would be forthcoming were given to subjects in three of the experimental
groups. Subjects in each of the other two experimental_ groups
were given instructions describing a schedule of reinforcement other than that to be administered.
In addition, twenty volunteer subjects, male and female,
were obtained from among the students enrolled in the introductory psycholory course (Evening Session) at the University of l/lanitoba. Participation as experimental subjects was
not, for these twenty subjects, part of their course requirement. These twenty subjeets were used to obtain normative data for the recogni-tion threshold task.
Apparatus
Trvo

adjoining rooms, each measuring B x 10 feet (Z.tg

x

2n

a(

M), and connected by conduits, were used. One of the
rooms, hereto designated the experimental room, contained
two tables, placed at right-angles to each other, forming
an l,; the subject was seated at these tables throughout the
3.OO

experiment.

Located on the tabfe directly in front of the subject
was the conditioning apparatus (Fig. 2.1). The outer shell

of the apparatus (hereafter referred to as the CONSOLE) was
constructed of heavy cardboard painted black - and measured 22 x 10 x 12 inches (.56 x .25 x .30 M). Encased within the CONSOLE were an electromechanical digital counter
(Hunter, model ]-404) and a Unj-max microswitch.
On the adjoining tabIe, to the right of the subject,
were placed four ! x 12 inch (.23 x .30 l'{) envelopes. fn
one of these envelopes was contained the instructions describing the schedule of reinforcement that would be forthcoming, while the other three envelopes contained the questionnaire comprising the concurrent measure of awareness.
fn the adjoining room occupied by the experimenter were
an electromechanical digital counter (tÌunter, model 1404)
connected in series to the COIIISOLE microswitch, two Guardian Electric relays, and a cassette-recorder (Sony TC-604).
Essentially, each lever press produced by the subject
\{âs recorded on the electromechanical counter in the adjoin-
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ing (tfrat is, the experimenter's) room. The scheduling of
subject was controlled
points on the counter before the
by opening the relay circuit; when the relay circuit was
opened, the next lever-press by the subject both registered
a point on the electromechanical counter contained within
the

CONSOLE,

and simultaneously reclosed the circuit.

The Conditionins Task

Points, recorded on the electromechanical digital counter
located in front of the subject, could be earned contingent
upon the subject pressing the lever. These points were administered on either a fixed-interval (¡'f), variable-interval (VI ) or var.; able-rati-o (VR ) schedule of reinf orcement.
These points acted as secondary reinforcers in that they
could be exchanged for up to three extra hours of experimenta1 credit needed by subjects to complete their course requirements. That is, the more points earned the greater the
number of credit hours obtained. by a subject for participating in the study.
Procedure

entering the experimental room, each subject lvas required to remove al-1 metallic objects (t¡rat is, rings, watches , etc. ) frorn both hands on the pretext that the metallic
content of the object might interfer with the nornal- functionUpon

ing of the electrical equipment.

3o

All subsequent instructions, unless otherwise noted, were
presented in written form, thus minimizing the verbal interacti

on

The

between the experimenter and

the subject.

exnerimental manioulation of awareness. In order to

maximize the opportunities for obtaining Ìearning without

awareness, each subject was misinformed as to the nature,

or intent, of ihe experi-ment. That is , the initial instructions that each subject received attempted to provide the
subject with a rationale atbeit an erroneous one for the
experiment.
IJì/IPORTANT T}LAT YOU UNDERSTÀND THE FOLLOWÏNG INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY. THUS, P],E.A.SE READ T}IE FOLLOWIÑG
TNSTRUCTIONS AS I,1T.NY TI}.[ES AS YOU MAY REQUIRE TO FULLY

IT IS

COi,1.ÐRE}TEND

T}EM.

A recent study claims to have clemonstrated that subjects, when given written instructions describing different schedules of reinforcement, and then allorved to
respond under those schedules of reinforcement, experience different degrees of distortion in their ability
to later deseribe what these schedules were. However,
it is the feeling of this experimenter that the results
of that particular study are questioreble, and that they
may in fact be the result of artifact. It is felt by
thls experimenter that different schedules of reinforcernent shõuld in no rvay have any effect on an individualrs
abilit¡r to later describe them. Thus, this experiment
is being conducted with the aim of settl ing this question.
Before continuing with the specific instructions to
be follor^red in this experiment, there are several terms
rvhieh first need to be explained:
(A) The Resoonse: Ì{henever the term RESPONSÐ appears
in thi-s studi', if refers to the pressing of the LEVER
to be found on the CONSOLE.
( ¡ ) The Reinf orceñffiTy
pressing the LEVER , t'points "
can be earned; thése "points" will:egister on the COUNTER, also to be found on the CONSOLE. These points may
fren be used to "purchase" up to tl,to (Z) extra credit
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hours for this experiment. That is, the more points
earned (tfrat is, registered on the COUNTER) the greater
are your chances of being able to obtain, in exchange
for these points r up to three hours of credit for participating in this experiment. However, if you do not
earn very many points, Voü will receive only the one
hour of credit normatly assigned for participating in
an experiment. Thus, the more points registered on the
COUNTER, the more hours of credit that can be obtained

for participating in this experiment.
It is important to note that keeping the LEVER pressed
down without letting it return to its "resting" posi-tion
is recorded, by the equipment, as only one (1) response,
and as sueh, the number of points that you can earn is
reduced drasti-cally.
(C) The Schedule of Reinforcement: fn ENVELOPE À, to
be found on the table beside you, is contained instructions describing the schedule of reinforcement under
v¡hich you will be responding. These instructions will
describe to you the rel-ationshj-p that exists between the
pressing of the LEVER (ttre response) and the earning of
points (tfre reinforcement). By foll-owing the instructions
concerning the schedule of reinforcement, Vou witl be
able to obtain the points you need rvithout having to make
too many "wasted", or unreinforced, responses.
The Procedure to be Followed in this Experiment i In order that we may assess the ability of individual-s to
describe the different schedules of reinforcement after
having responded under them for various periods of time,
three "breaks" will occur at ten (10) minute intervals
during the experiment. Each of these "breaks" wi-lI be
indicated by the RED LIG}{T going on; during these periods
vvhen the REÐ LIGHT is orr, the equ-ipment becomes inoperative, so ttrat no points can be éarñed for pressing the
LEVER.
your task d.uring these three periods when the RED LIGÌjT
is on is to answer the two questions contained in each of
the envel-opes labelled 1, 2, and ). That is, during the
first "break", you are to answer the two questions in
ENVELOPE 1, during the second "break" the two questions
in ENVELOPE 2, and during the third, and final, "break"
the tv¿o qu.estions in EI\VELOPE 3. Lrpon completion of each
of the sets of questions contained rvithin each of the
envel-opes, $ou âtr€ to return the question sheets to the
envetoþe and seal it.
Àfter you. have completed the tlo questions in each of
the "breaks", press the REAÐY button to indicate that
you are reaC;' to begin responding again. When the RED
LIGHT goes off, the equipment is again operative, and

').>
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you may begin responding again to earn points. When- you feel that you understand the above instructions
completely, only then remove the set of instructions from
ENVÈLOPE Ã-(fouña on the tabte beside you); read these
careful-Iy and as many times as needed.
fnsTiffins
Vlhen you feel that you understand both the instructions
on these pases and those contained rvithin ENVELOPE A

(describing"theschedu1eofreinforcement)FEe
button to indicate that you are ready to begin responOing. The RED LIGHT will go out to indicate when you
mây begin to respond to earn the points needed to obtain
the extra credit hours.
After reading the above instructions, each subject then
referred to the set of instructions contained in ENVELOPE A.
This set of instructi-ons described either a variable-ratio
(VR), fixed-interval (¡'f ), or variabl-e-interval (vr) schedule
READY

of reinforcement
VR Instructions:
e of reinforcement that you will be respondTþeffie
ins under is referred to as a VARIABLE-RATIO schedule of
reinforcement. l/hen responding under a RATIO schedule of
rej-nforcement, a prespecified number of reSponseS must
be produced for each reinforcement. The number of reSponSeS required for eaeh reinforcement is referred to
as the RATfO; that is, there will be a ratio of I'N' refor each reinforcer.
sponses
-\{hen responding
schedule of reunder a @
inforcement, the number, or rãTîo, of résponses required
to earn a reinforcement varies randomly; that is, the
number of unreinforced responses between reinforcements
is variable. In this experiment, in which the schedule
of rei-nforcement is a VARIABLE-RATIO SCIIEDULE of L50
responses, the mean, or average, number of responses requiied for each reinforcement is 150. Specifically, this
means that the counter wil-l register a point (designating a reinforcement) for each 1J0 responses, oñ the
average, produced. That is, at times, the counter may
regisier á point for only a few responses produced after
a previous relnforcement, while at other times the counter L-talr not register a point until considerably more than
l5C responses are produced after a previous reinforcenent.
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But, 0N TtlE AVERAGE, the number of responses required
to earn each pointr or reinforcer, will be 150. Thus,
the more responses produced, the greater the probability
that you lvi11 maximize your reinforcements.
FI fnstruetions:
mof
reinforcement that you will be responding under is referred to as a FIXED-INTERVAL schedule of
reinforcement. When responding@r,
schedule of reinforcement, a prespõcified lengttrlor interval,
of time must elapse from a previ-ous reinforcement ( or
start of the trial period) before a response can again
earn a reinforcement. That is, a response made BEFORE
the specified interval of time has pássed from ffievious reinforcement CANNOT earn any further reinforcement; only that respõfficcuring
ÃnrEn the specified
period of time has passed from the previous reinforcement CAN earn another reinforcement.
l{hen responding under a FfXED-INTERVAL schedule of reinforcement, the length of time needed to elapse from a
previous reinforcement before a response can again earn
a reinforcement is constantr or fixed, In this experiment, in rvhich the schedul-e of reinforcement is a combination of a FIXED-INTERVAL SCHEDULE of 6O seconds and
a FIXED-INTERVAL SCHEDULE of 100 seconds, the length of
these iniervals is 6O seconds and 100 seconds respective1y. Specifically, this means that when the FIXED-INTERVAL of 60 seconds is in effect ( t¡iis period will be
denoted by the BLUE LIGHT in front of you going on
that is, when the BLUE LIGHT is ortr the schedule of reinforcement is nrxffir,
of 60 seconds, while when
the BLLE LIGH! is off, the schedule of reinforcement is
FIKEDmof1OOseconds)tr'ecountercanregister
a point ( designating a reinforcement) for a response produced only after 60 seconds has elapsed from a previous
reinforcernent. If )¡ou press the lever before 6O seconds
have passed from the previous time the counter registered
a point, nothing lvilJ- happen.
However, rvhen the FIXED-II,ITERVAL SCllgDllLE of IO0 seconds is in effect (remernber, this period wil-l be denoted by the BLUE LTGHT being off ) , the cou.nter can register a point only for a response produced only after
100 seeonCs has elapsed from the previous reinforcement,
or point registered on the counter. During this period,
if you press the lever before 100 seconds have passed
from the previous tine the cou.nter registered a point,
nothing will happen. Thus, it is important for you to
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thus signireinforcement is FIXEDfying whether the ffi-õf
IÑTERVÀL of 60 seconds, or FIXED-INTERVAL of 100 seconds.
Àlso, remember, that if you press the l-ever before tn'e
counter is ready to register, nothing will happen. 0f
course, if you do not press the lever when the counter
is ready to register again, Vou wi}l be losing valuable
time when you could be earning reinforcements.
VI Instructions ¡
The schedute of rej-nforcement that you will be respondins under is referred to as a VARIABLE-INTERVAL schedule
of reinforcement. V/hen responding under an INTERVAL schedule of reinforcement, a prespecified length, or interval'
of time must elapse from a previous reinforcement ( or
start of the trial period) before a response can again
earn a reinforcement. That is, a response made BEFORE the
specified interval of time has passed from the previous
réinforcement CANNOT earn any further reinforcements;
only that response occuring AFTER the specified period of
tir,r"e has passèd from the pieffius reinfõrcement CAN earn
another reinforcement.
when responding under a VARIABLE-INTERVAL schedule of
reinforcement, the length of time needed to elapse from
a previous reinforcement before a response can again earn
a reinforcement varies randomly. fn this experiment, in
rvhich the schedule of reinforcement is a VARTABLE-INTERVAL
of 60 seconds, the meanr or average, length of these intervals is 6O seconds. Specifically, this means that the
counter can register a põint ( desisnating a reinforcement)
for. a response only once eaeh 60 seconds, on the average.
That is, sometimes the counter will be ready to register
another point for a response only a few seconds after the
]ast timè it registered a point, while at other times the
cou.nter will be ready to register again only after more
than 60 seconds have passed following the last time it registered. If you press the lever before the counter is
ieady to regiêter, nothing will happen. 0f course, if you
do not press the lever when the counter is ready to register ãgain, you wil-l be losing va1uable time when you
could be earning reinforcements.
As noted bef ore, for trvo of the experimental grou.ps the instru.ctions given did not accurately describe the schedule of
reinforcement to be administered, 'arhile for the other three
vratch whether the BLUE LIGHT is on or off'
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grou,ps

it did.

It should be noted that, although the instructions given
may have differed, and the schedule administered was not
constant across all subjects, for all su-bjects the sequencing of the BLUE LIGHT on/off phases was the same. That is,
for alf subjects, the blue stimulus lamp was on for the first
and third ten-minute interval-s of the conditioning trial
period, and off for the other two ten-minu.te segments.
The Assessment of Awareness
The rules describing the contingencies of reinforcement
formulated by each subject were inferred from their responses
to questionnaj-res given both during and at the conclusion
of the conditioni-ng trial period.
The concurrent questionnaire. This questionnaire (Appenciix 1) was adrninistered, àt ten-minute intervals, during the
conditioning trial period itserf. Each presentation of the
questionnaire consisted of the same tlo questions ( it shoulc
be noted here that the experimenter was not present when the
subject completed the concurrent questionnaire). Upon completing the questionnaire, the subject returned it to the
envelooe provided, and sealed the envel_ope,
Eva'luation of the responses given to the concurrent questionnaire was undertaken by three raters who vlere uninformed about the specific group assignments of the subjects. A more
detaj-Ied analysis of the rating procedure emproyed rvill be cis-
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cussed in the following chapter.
The postconditioning questionnaire.

-4,

written question-

naire, comprised of open-ended questions (Appendix Z) , was
administered to each subject at the concfusion of the forty
minute conditioning trial period. Each of thesê questions
was presented separately to the subject, and the subject returned the answer to each question to the experimenter before receiving another question.
Evaluation and categori zation of these responses was also
conducted by the aforementioned three raters rvho were blind
to the group assignments of the subjects. This rating procedure is also discussed more fu1ly in the next chapter.
The recoRnition threshold task. The sti-mulus material- for
this task consisted of five groups of sentences; within each
group, ten successive carbon copies (ZO bond paper) were produced of the sane sentence,
Each group of sentences described a different schedule of
reinforcement. The schedules deseribed by these sentences
included a variable-interval (VI), fixed-interval (FI), variable-ratio (VR), fixed-ratio (nn), and continuous (CRF) schedule
of reinforcement (see Appendix J).
The order of presentation across subjects of the five groups
cf sentences lvas randor¡ized. However, within each group of
sentences, the o¡'der of presentation of the ten carbon copies

?,7
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of the sentence ran from the least clear copy (that is, the
tenth carbon copy) to the clearest copy ( tnat is, the original). Each subject, both in the five experimental groups
and in the standardization group, was asked to read aloud
aS many words of each of the carbon copies of each sentence
as possible, until fuII recognition of the sentence was achieved.. The following i-nstructions were read to each subject prior to responding on the recognition threshold task.
In the folder before you are five (5) groups of sentences. llithin each group, there are ten carbon copies of
each sentence; the copies of each sentence progressively
get clearer, the first copy being the least clear, and
so on.
Your task is to try to read each of the sentences. You
are to read aloud às many of the words of each copy of
each sentence that you can recognize. Do not worry about
guessing; guessing is permitted. There is no time limit
Io this-taãk, Howõver, do not go on to the next copy of
the sentence until you are fold to do so.
To establish the norms for complete recognition of each
of the sentences, twenty "naive" subjects were used as à
standardization group. These subjects, given no other information except for the above instructions and not having
actually responded under a schedule of reinforcement' were
assumed to be unatvare of any of the schedules of reinforcement describeC by the sentences. In contrast, subjects in
the five experirnental groups were not administered the recognition tÌ:r'eshol-d task until- they had completed the postconditioning questionnaire

.

C}LAPTER

III

RESULTS

Response Frequenct¡ and

Instructions

A comparison of the median number of lever presses produced by subjects administered (and correctly informed of)
either t VR'5O, VI6O, or FI6O/FIIOO schedule of reinforcement is summarized in Table 3,L A listing of the number of
Insert Table 3.I about here
responses produced by each subject in each of these three

experimental groups is presented in Appendix 4.
As predicted, su-bjects administered VOa5O schedule pro-

"
duced a greater nunber of responses than did those subjects
administered a VI^O schedule, who in turn produced a greater
number of responses than did those subjects administered
(and correctly informed of) the FI.o/FIfoo schedu.le, A KruskalI-h¡a11is one-way analysis of variance b)r ranks adjusted
for directionality of predictior,5 *a= significant at the
.

oO1 leve1

,

F-(2) =l_6.2,

greater iinportance is the comparison of the median
nunber of responses produced by subjects receiving illusory
,/Rt5o and VI5n instructions (see Tabte 3,2). Agarn, as pre0f

rnu.ch

Insert Table 3.2 about here

TABLE 3,7

îhe l,ledian Number of Lever-Presses Produced By Subjects
Receiving Accurate Instructions As a Function
of the Schedule of Reinforcement Administered
Schedul-e Administered
Fr6o,/Fr1oo

6r.5

vT

6o

394.5

uRr5o
+54o

TABIE 3.2

The Niedian Number of Lever-Presses Produced By Subjects

Receiving Illusory Tnstructions As

to the

IVIedian Number

of

Compared

Responses

Produced By Subjects Accu.ratelY

Informed of the FI6o/FT'oO Schedule of Reinforcement

tructi
Accurate Instructions
Ins

ons

fllusory Instructions

FT6o,/Frloo

u*r5o

vr6o

6]-.5

6233

528.5

)9

dicted, a Kruskall-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by
ranks, adjusted for a directional prediction, shorved those
subjects receiving illusory VRt50 instructions to have produced significantly more responses than did those subjects
receivi4g illusory VI5O instructions, who in turn produced
a greater number of responses than did those subjects administered (and coruectly informed of ) a ftro/Fïtoo schedule,
H(2):2o.2, p(oor. (Appendix 4 should be referred to for a
listing of the number of responses made by each subject. )
It is thus apparent that subjects receiving illusory instructions tended to respond as wo.uld be expected if the schedule
erroneously described to them had actually been administered.
The Awareness of Sub,iects Receiving Illusory Instructions
Three raters, "blind" to the specific group assignments
of subjects but aware of the intent and procedure of the
study, assessed the responses of those twenty subjects receiving illusory instructions to both the Concurrent and the
Postconditioning Questionnaires. At this stage, ân attempt
v¡as made to come to some joint decision concerning the nature
of the rule formulated by each subject describing the relati-onship between their responding and the accumulation of points
on the counter, Decisions were made for tlo points in time:
(a) the rule that subjects had formulated b¡r at least the concl-usion of the ihird interval of the conditioning trial per.'
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iod was inferred. from their responses to the Concurrent
Questionnaire, while (U) the rule that they had formul-ated
by at least the conclusion of the fourth interva] was assessed from their responses to the Postconditioning Questionnaire.
A subject was then categorized. as aware of the nf5O/FI16O
schedule if they were assessed to have formulated a rule in
some way related to the I'I5O/FTrcO schedule. It should be
noted that only those subjects assessed to have formulated
a rule describing a schedule other than the FI6g,/Fï169 contingency vrer.e categorized as unaware of the nfrO,/FI1gO schedu1e. That is, those subjects whose responses provided in-

sufficient data frorn which any specific schedule could be
discerned were excluded from further analysis. Table 3'3

ïnsert Table l.J about here
summarizes the categori-zation of these twenty subjects with
respect to their awareness of the nf5O/FI196 sehedule.

the Àwareness of Subiects
A conpariscn of the median number of responses produced
during the fourth interval of the conditioning triaf period b¡r subjects receiving illusorlr VI5O instructions as a

Response Frequencv and

fu.nction of their alïareness of the applied

Ff 6O/FIIOO sche-

TABLE 3.3

of Subjects Receiving
fllusory fnstructions

The Awareness

Illusory Instructions
Awareness

vr6o

uot5n

Aware Ff5o,/FIroo

4

2

Unaware FI6o/Ftfoo

It

4

0ther

2

4

Note. Figures represent number. of cases in each cell

4r

dule is summarized in Table 3.4" A simil-ar comparison for
Insert Tab1e 1.4 about here
those subjects receiving illusorV VRrrO instructions is summarized in Table 3,5. A more cornplete account of the perfor-

Insert Table l.J about here
of subjects receiving illusory instructions as a function of their awareness cf the applied I'I5 O/FIrcO scheciule is
given in Appendix 4.
As predicted, a lrla.nn-lfhitney U-test (firt, 1968) showed
that those subjects who had received illusory VI,.O instructions but v¡ho had become aware of the FI6O,/FIIOO sched.ule produced significantly ferver responses than dad those subjects
receir.'ing the same illusory VI6o instructions but who had
remained unal\'are of the FI6o/FIf oo schedu'l e, 9'(4,tr¡=1 , p<
mance

,o5.
Horvever, a i'lann-T/hitney U-test failed to support the pre-

diction that those subjects receiving iltusory VRt50 instructions and who rena.ined unav,rare of the ff 5O/FI1¡¡ schedulervcul-d produ-ce significantly ncre responses than v¡ouf d those
subjects reeeiving the same il,lusory VRrrO instructions bu.t
rvho had becone a\\'are of the F! 6o/FItoa schedu.l-e , U'( 2,4)=3,

TABLE 3,;b

The Median Number of Lever-Presses Produced During the

Fourth Interval of the Conditioning Trial Period
By Subjects Receiving IllusorV VIrO Instructions
As a Function of Their Assessed Rul-e-Formation
Assessed Rule-Formati on

Fr6o/Frroo Related

0thera

10

576

(4)

(4)

llote. Number of subjects is given in parentheses ( ).
a. À11 four subjects in this group were assessed
to have developed a rule describing a VI schedule.

TABLE 3.5

The l'{edian Number of Lever-presses produced During the

Fourth rnterval of the cond.itioning Trial period
E)' Sub j ects Receiving Illusor¡r UOr5O
Tnstructions as a Function

of Their Assessed Rule-Formation
Assessed Rule-Formation

Fr6o/Frroo Retated
1408.5

(2)

0ther
1986 ,5

(4)

ltrote. l.lumber of subjects is given in parentheses (

)

Lpz

p).05. It must not be overlooked that this lack of sta.tistical significance could have been due to the extremely small
n of the sample.
The Pattern of Resoonding and the Awareness of Subiects Receiving Il1u-sor]¡ Instructions
Cumul-ative records of responding were graphed for the
fourth interval or segment of the conditioning trial period
for each of the twenty subjects receiving illusorV VRrrO or
YIrn
instru.ctions. A rater, experienced in the interpretaOU
tion of cumulatir¡e records and "blind" to the specific group
assignments of subjects, attempted to predict from the respective cumulative record the schedule of reinforcement
that the subject's pattern of behavior indicated was being
applied. A second rater, similarly "blind" to the specific
group assignrnents of subjects, similarly assessed the cumulaiive records of response; inter,-rater agreement was high
(.90) on the classification of the cumufative records.
A decision was then made from the first rater's predictions on wheiher the subject appeared to be responding as if
u.nder a Ff schedul-e. Table 3.6 indicates that those subjects
Insert Tab1e 3,6 about here
who received iJ-lu.sory

ìnstru.ctions anC who were assessed to

TABLE 3.6

The Pattern

of

Responding During the Fourth Tnterval

By Subjects Given

IÌlusory Tnstructions

As a Function of Their Assessed Rule-Formation
Assessed

Pattern of Response

Ru.f

e-Formationa

FI¡o/FIroo Related

FI Related Pattern

+

Other

2

Other

I

Note. Figures in each cell represent the number of subjects observed in each of the four conditions
a. At the conclusion of the fourth interval of the
conditioning trial Period
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be aware of the F:-6O/FI*O schedule tended to be more fre-

quently seen as displaying a pattern of responding seemingly
under the control of, or being shaped by, the FI schedule
than did those subjects receiving illusory instructions but
who remained unavrare of the FI6O/FIfOO schedule (a test for
the significance of the diff,erence between two independent
proportions was significant beyond the .0007 1evel). However, it is perhaps of greater signifieance to note the "offquadrant" occurence of a subject whose pattern of response
indicated control by the FI schedule eventhou-gh he was assessed to be unaware of the FI6O,/FI1O0 schedul-e (see Figu-re
3.1). That is, for this particular su-bject, the Ff schedule
rvould seem to have come to shape, or control, the subject's
behavior eventhough the subject v¡as reportedly unaware of the
FT schedule.
Perforrnance on the Recognition Threshold Task and the Aware-

ness of Subiects
I\ormative data collected for each of the five groups of
sentences of the Recognition Threshold Task (see Appendix 5)
shov.'s there to be an increase in stimu-fus clarity as one
progresses frorn the first

to the tenth cop¡r of each of the
f i''¡e senten:es. Tables 3.7 and 1.8 give the median leve1 of
lnsert Tables 3.? t 3.8 abou.t here

rf

suoÐrd

!t

The cumulative record of the

"off-quadrant"

case

{

TÀBLE 3.7

The uiedian ï,evel- of Recognition of the Sentence of the

Recognition Threshold Task Describing the FI6O/FIfOO
Schedule B;i Subjects Receiving Illusory UOt5O In-

structions As a Fu.nction of Their Awareness of the
Fr6o/Frroo schedule
Awareness of Subject
Aware FI6o/FTfoo

Unaware FI6OFItOO
4

Note, The lower the val-ue, the lower the level- of stlmulus clar"ity at which the sentenee was complete-

Iy recognized

TAtsT,E

3.8

The iUedian Level of Recognition of the Sentence of the

Recognition Threshof d Task Describing the FI69,/nf rOO
Schedule By Subjects Receiving IllusorV VI5O fn-

structions As a Function of 'lheir Awareness of the
Fr6o/Frroo schedule
Awareness of Subject
Aware FI6o/FIfoo

' Unav¡are Fl6OrlFIl0O

5.5

4.5

I{ote. The lo"ver the val-ue, the l-ov¡er the f evel of stímulus clarity at v¡hich the sentence was completely
recogni zed
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comDlete recognition of the sentence of the Recognition

Threshold Task describing the FI 6o/FItOo schedule of reinforcement for subjects receiving itlusorY VRtrO and VI6O

instructions, respectively, âs a function of their assessed
a\{areness of the FI6O,/FIIOO schedu]-e' In both cases' contrary to expectation, unaware subjects corne to recognize the
sentence of the Recognition Threshold Task at a lower 1eve1
of stimul-us clarity than do those subjects aware of the
nfrO,/FI196 schedule (a l{ann-whitney U-test does not indicate, however, these differences to be significant: for
subjects receiving iltusory VRrrO instructions , U(2,4)=2.5,
p).05, rvhile for those subjects receiving effoneous vI5o
instructions, U(4 ,4)=5.5, p).05) . From the data it would
seem that performance on a Recognition Threshol-d Task is not
a valid indicator of the subject's awareness of the FI6O/
FIfOO schedule of reinforcement

CHAPTER IV
D]SCUSSION

The present study would seem to support the contention

that when a subject's beliefs concerning the nature of the
response-reinforcement contingencies differ from actuality,
the subject's behavior comes, ât best, weakly under the control of the actual contingencies unti1 continued experience
instills more real-istic beliefs (Bandura , I|TI; Kaufr,ran et
â1 ., 1966). The data rto not seem to support, however, the
cognitivist's view that behavior is not shaped by its response-reinforcement contingencies unless the subject is
aware of them.

Subjects receiving illusory instructions describing a
sehedule other than that to be administered responded as if
their behavior was under the control of the illusory rather
than the administered contingencies (schedule). Subjects
receiving erroneous VRrrO instructions produced a greater
number of responses than did those subjects receiving erro-

instructions, who in turn produced. a greater numneous YI.^
OU
ber. of responses than did those subjects administered (and

accurately preinforned of) the FI6O,/FIt OO schedule. But it
shou.l-d not( be construed that the instructions themselves
dire.ctl-¡' i nf ltlenced the responding of su.b j ects . Rather,
giving subjects erroneous instructions tended to produce in
sub;ects erroneous beliefs concerning the applied schedule.
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ïn trrrn, the accuracy of these beliefs concerning the applied schedule moderated the performance of subjects receiving illusory instructi-ons. That is, subjects receiving i1-'
lusory VI6O instructions but who became aware of tine FI6O/
FII_OO schedul-e tended to respond as if under greater control
of the FI.O/FIfOO schedufe than did those subjects receiving
the same illusory j-nstructions but who did not become av{are
of the FI6O/FI*O schedule. Subjects in the former group produced significantly fewer responses than did those subjects
in the latter group.
Although not statistically significant, the trend for subjects receiving illusory VRrrO instructions was in a simil-ar direction. That is, subjects in this group who were assessed to be aware of the FI6O,/FTIOO schedule tended to produce ferver responses than did those subjects in the group who
were unav/are of the FI6O /UtrO, schedule. As has been pointed
out previously, the lack of statistical significance for this
comparison may have been due to the extremely small sample
size of the aware subgroup; it appears that it was more difficult for subjects receiving illusory VRrrO instructions to
discern the FI6O/FIfOO schedule than it was for subjects receiving emoneous Vl6O instructions.
Evidence presented thus far seems to indicate that awareness of the response-reinforcement contingenci-es is, if not

¿rB

a necessary prerequisite, at least an i-mportant antecedent
of the control of the behavior by those contingencies. However, the data relating the pattern of the subject's responding to the awareness of the subject of the nf5O,/FI166
schedule woul,d seem to indicate that awareness of the schedule need not necessarily precede control- of the behavior
by the schedule. That is, one of fourteen subjects d.emonstrated a response pattern that indicated control by the
Fï schedule even rfÊugh that subject was not seen as being
aware of the nf5O/FI1'g schedule. If it is (or can be) as-

that the above was not a case of mi-sclassification
(tfrat is, that either the awareness of the subject or the
schedule predicted from the cumulative record of response
were errors in classification by the judges) tfe n we may
conclude that although unaware conditioning is at best
weak, it does oecur
Is the above example due to an error (or errors) of
classification? It must be noted that, although the possibility that the awareness of the subject was misclassified
cannot be co:npletely discounted, care was taken in this
study to prevent such mislabe1ling. As noted previously, the
criteria used in assigning subjects to the unaware category
were fairly stringent, v¡ith'ambiguous cases being discarded
from further anal¡rsss. Even v¡ith this conservative approach,
it is conceivable that misclassification of the awareness of
sumed

4g

Subjects did occur. For example, it is conceivable that subjects, although aware of the FI6O/FI*O schedule, may have
been hesitant, or reluctant, to admit or give any indication

of this

a\^/areness.

The accuracy of the prediction made from the cumulatj-ve

record of the subject concerning the schedule of reinforcement it appeared his behavior was being shaped by may also
of such predictions
be questioned. Horvever, the reliability
rvas high, with inter-rater agreement being .9Oi further,
both raters l^/ere in agreement on the classification of the
schedule predicted for the "off-quadrant" subject.
fn retrospect, the evidence from this study seems to best
supnort the view of Farber (f9û) and his reciprocal inte.raction approach to the role of awareness in conditioning.
That is, although control by the response-reinforcement contingencies appears to be at best weak unless the subject is
aware of thern, control by the contingencj-es can occur without
the awareness of the subject of the contingencies. Thus, the
data would seem to lend support to the nonmediational faction
in the controversy surrounding the role of awareness in conditi cning
lJhat relevance do the above findings have for the more
ap-Ðlierl-orienteC psychclogist? fncreasingly (: . g. Bor','ers ,
19?5) tfie cal-l ha.s cone forth tc increase the subtlet¡'

<o

of the behavior change program, to decrease the a\Â/areness
of the subject of the response-reinforcernent contingencies
to be manipulated, in order to facil-iiate the effectiveness
of such change Ðrograms, It should be apparent that increasing the nonawareness of the subject of the response-reinforcement contingencies may have just the opposite effect
of facilitating effective behavior" change. Tf we assu.me
that a subject's beliefs concerning the nature of the applied contingencies tend to diverge frorn reality or actualiilr as we make less and less explicit those eontingencies,
then are vre not by increasing the subtlety of the change
program afso increasing the risk that the client's behavior
rvil1 come under the control of , or be shaped by, the ill-usory, or er'r.'oneous, beliefs developed rather than the actual
contingencies. Under such conditions, the beha.vior change
prograrn may becorne quite ineffective in achieving the desired changes in behavior.
Finally, we turn to the performance of subjects on the
F.ecognition Thr-eshold Task as a function of their awareness
of the schedu.le described in the sentenee of the Recognition Threshold Task. Evidence does not tend to su.pport the
contenti on of K]ein anC Weiner (tgSe) tnat su.bjects aware
of a response-reinforcenent rel-ationship should co¡re to recognize a senrence describing that relationship at a lower
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1evel of stimul-us clarity than would subjects who are not
arvare of that contingency. rn fact, the trend of the data
was in the opposite direction. subjects receiving illusory
instructions and who v/ere assessed to be unaware of the FT6o/
Fï'OO schedule tended to recognize the sentence of the Recognition Threshold Task describing the FI6O/FIfOO schedule
at a lov¡er level- of clarity than did those subjects assessed to be aware of the FI.O/FIfOO schedule. Again, it is
possible that the above results are due to the misclassification of the subjects' awareness from the responses given
to the Postconditioning Questionnaire. However, as previously argued, the conservative classification of a subject
as unaware must be borne in rnind.
It rvould thus seem that one must question the validity
of a recognition threshold paradigm as an alternative to the
questionnaire formai in the assessment of arvareness. FauIt
may lie al one, or both, of trvo poinis: (a) tfie initial
assumption of Klein and i{einer (Wee) tfrat the more probable
a response, a] I other faetors being constant, the loler the
threshold required for the controlling stimufu-s may be in error, or, (b) the further assumption by Ktein and l,,Ieiner (f966)
that increased arvareness of a particul-ar contingency necessariJ-y increases the strength of the verbal response describing that contingencj¡ may bô inappropriate,

<2

Evidence from this study does not pinpoint which of the
above (if not both) assumptions of l(lein and Weiner (1966)

is inaccurate. The lack of support for a recognition threshold paradigm found in this study may have been due to the
lack of validity of either, or both, assumptions. That is,
the results of the present study may have been but a particul-ar example that even Ehough a response ( in this case a
verbal- response) tvas more probable, the threshol-d required
for the controfl-ing stimulus was not lowered, or, that thou.gh
one can assume that an increase in probability of response
wj.1l in general resu.lt in a d.ecrease in the threshold reo,u.i-red for the controlling stimul-us, there is no basis on
which to assume that an increase in awareness of a schedule
produ.ces a verbal- response describing that schedul-e at a higher
str.ength. The present data are insufficient to delineate at
which point the deficienc¡' occurs. Hovrever, regardless of the
point of deficiency, what is apparent is the lack of validiof a recogni-tion threshold paradigm in assessty, or utility,
ing the atvareness of subjects. Atthough alternatives to the
questionnaire pa.radigm are sorely needed, we have no choice
but to shefve a recognition threshol-d paradigm.
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FOOTNOTES

1. It is interesting that Ktein anC Weiner (tgøø) never attempted to validate their measure by comparing the estimate of
the awareness of a subject using a recognition threshol-d paradism with estimates made usi-ng other techniques.
2. It is conceivable that this result is merely an artifact
of the insensitivity of the assessment technique used: that
is, although the subject may have been made aware, the instrument may not have been sensitive enough to deteet this awareNCSS.

3. This finding provides further support that the subject's
alvareness of the learning contingencies may be manipulated
by varying the instructions describing the contingencies.
4. "V/hen an FI schedule of reinforcement is imposed on a subject, the behavior of the subject is progressively modified
until, for the wide variety of species, responses, reinforcers,
and parameters that have been studied, the pattern of cumul-ative responding comes to assume'a characteristic form familiarly known as the scallop. The scallop is an uoward concavity
of the cuinulative record of individual intervals, representing
e generall¡' increasing rate of responding through the interval
(Dews, ]9?0) . "

5. For a reviev¡ of the use of the Kruska1l-Wallis statisiic in
the testing of directionaf h¡rpotheses in the multi-sample case,
see Bradle¡.. (1968), pp. 134-138.
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Questions Comprising

the Concurrent Questionnaire

(r) 1s there any systematic rerationship between the pressing of LEVER A and the registering of points on the counter?
(Circle the correct answer)
(a) No
(b) Yes
If your answer to the above is yes, describe that relati-onshi-p.

(2) lVhich of the follorving five (5) statements best describes
the degree of confidence or uncertainty that you have in the
answer you have just given? (Circle your choice)
(a) I am completely certain my answer i-s comect
(b) I think my answer may be correct
(c) My ansrver was a guess
( d) I think mlr ât'lswer may be wrong
(e) I am completely certain my answer is wrong

APPENDIX
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The Postconditioning Questionnaire

In interpreting the data from an experiment, the results
become more meaniñgful when the subjects' understanding 9f'
experiment
as well as their tñoughts and ideas concerning the
are
meant to
pages
fol]owing
the
questiõns
on
The
are known.
experiwere
about
this
and
thoughts
youi
ideas
what
assess
following
on
the
questions
of
the
each
answer
ment. Please
pages as frankly and as completely _as you can. Please answer
to the next
tftãr in their númbered ordei, and do not go onpreceding
it'
the-question
answered
you
have
question until
the
experimenter.
to
questign
that
änslver
for
your
ä.ta gi'uen
gàSiñ answéring the questions after filling out the following
i-nf ormati on:
AGE

SEX

Thank you for Your cooperation

(1) It is a common phenomenon for subjects of an experi-ment
to form hypotheêes concerning the intent, or objective,
of the exièriment. \{hat do yõu think this-_experiment tried
to demonsirale? Describe as fully as possible '
(f,L¡ l,fhich of the following five (5) statements best describes
that y9u. have in
the degree of confidenðe or uncertainty
(circrê-you.r
choice)
just
given?
ii;; ã.r!,t". yo, have
correct
is
answer
my
certain
(a) f am côrnpletely
b) I think my answer maY be correct
c ) I'{y ansvrer was a guess
(d) I think my answer may be wrong
(e) I am compl-etely certain my answer is wrong
An important considerati-on of any study is-the ""Piect's
perceptiõn of and reaction to thg experimental situation or your
äettiàg. The foltowing two questions deal- specifically with
perception of the setting of this study.
iZ> líère there any distrãctions or cues from the other room?
lio
_L

gÞ

(Please describe what these were)

(3) \'Jas there anything in the experimental setting that hindereã or helped you in any way in focusing on and manipu.lating the
experimental aPParatu-s?
llo
(Flease describe what these
Yes-

ivere

)

(¿r) \,las there a systematic relationship between pressing
A and the registering of points on the counter?
Yes

LEVER

(Please describe the relationship as conpletely
as pcssible)

(44) !^/hich of the following five (5) sentences best describes
ih"'dug."" of confidence oi uncertainty that yoY have in the
anslver you have just given? (Circte your choice)
(") I am completèly certain my answer is correct
(b) I think my answer may be correct
(c) ltily ansler was à guess
(d) T think my answer may be rvrong
(e) I am completely certain my answer is wrong
(5) ïlas there any relationship between the ELUE LIGHT being
either off or orl¡ and the schedule of reinforcement that you
received. (tfiat is, the reeording of points on the counter
for the pressing of LEVER A)?
NO
(Please describe this relationship as completely
YES
as possible)
(5A) I,f hich of the follov¡ing five ( 5) statements best describes
the de gree of confidence oi uncertainty that you have in the
anstr^ier you have just given? (Circle your choioe)
( a) r am completely certain my answer is correct
( b) r think my answer may be correct
c) y answer was a guess
d) r think my answer may be lvrong
e) r am completely certain my answer is wrong
(6) Did the instructions ycu received accurately describe the
schedule of reinforcement- that you actu.ally lvere responding
I'.'l

u.nder?
YES
NO

(Please describe any inaccuracies in the instructions as completelY as Possible)

(64) which of the following five (5) statements best describes
the degree of confidence oi uncertainty that you have in the
ansvJer you have just given? (Circle your choice)
(a) r am completel¡r certain my anslver is correct
(b) r think î)¡ ânsrver maSr þs correct
(c ) I'ly answer was a guess
(d) r thinlc my anslver maY be wrong
(e) r an conpletely certain mlr âDswer is wrong
(?) Iiad ;rçç heard about this experiment l:efore ¡articipating
in it nï toCa¡r?
r\
(Please Cescribe vrhat ¡rou had been informed
OIJ

(B) Do you really believe the instructions that extra credit
hours cân be earned in this experiment if a certain number of
points, or reinf orcements, are accu.mulated on the cou.nter?
YES
1\0

(9) Tf your anslver to the preceding question wes YES, rate your
desire to earn those extra credit hours:
]]TGH
I,iODERAîE

L01,1_

DOI\,T REALLY

CARE
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The Sentences .of the Recognition

Threshold Task

CRtr'

A

Schedule:

point registered on the counter for

each response produced.

VIUO Sehedule:

The counter registered a point only
seconds, on the average, had passed
VRTSO

for a response produced af.xer 60
fron a previous reinforcement.

Schedule:

0n the average, 150 responses had to be produced for each poínt registered on the counËer.
FBrso schedule:
150 responses had

to be

produced

for

each point.registered. on Èhe counËer.

ttOO/tttO. schedule:
For half of the trial period, the counter registered a point only for a
response produced after 60 seconds had passed from a previous reinforcement,
while for the other half of the trial time the counter registered a point
only for a response produced afÈer 100 seconds had passed from a prevíous reínforcement.

APPENDIX 4

The Number of Responses Produced By Subjects Dur-

ing the Conditioning Trial Period as a
Fu.nction of the fnstructions Received
Prior to the Conditioning Trial Feriod
and the Assessed Awareness of these
Subjects at the Conclusi on of the
Conditioning Trial Period

TABLE

1

The Number of Responses produced By Each Subject During

the Conditioning Trial Period as a Funetion of the
Instructions Received prior to the Conditioning
Tria1 Period

Pre-Triaf Instructions
Accurate

FT5s,/rrroo vr6o

3r
?7
36
44
ß4

65
58

562
32
367

Erroneous

u*r5o

ut6o

uor5o

L226
L43o
390

4zo6
7277
8779
3359

7897
+2
193

lI ,5o3

579
5418
4BZ4
5258

356
2978
2353

r977

54

t9r
nB

+65
459
395
56

52t+

4o63

216 5

r05
B3

70r

7 507
6o6o

7736

6lae

6o9e

t46?
9r40
4498

TABLE

2

The Number of Responses Produced During the Fourth

Interval By Subjects Receiving Illusor¡'
Instructions As a Function of Their
Awareness of the Applied
Fr6o/Frroo Schedule
fllusory fnstructions
vr6o

Arvare

FI

11
9

u*r5o

?04

2rr3

7

220

Unarvare

643
39

1355
509

3799

4le

1258

27r5
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for the Recognition
Threshold Task

Î.ABI,E

1

.

Ibe l¡{ean and Sta¡rda¡d Deviation
for tlre hoportion of Words Recognized
Sach of tÏ¡e Ten Copies of
the Ffi¡e Sentences

fro¡o

Sen

copy

FI

CRE

FR,

VR

VI

MEgln

"54r5

.

rg0g

,1657

.1684

.6655

.4o77

.4668

.4980

.79

,8585

.4692

.5996

.6005

"815

.95

"65

.697,

.705r

5

.82

.9768

.769,

.8065

.7596

6

.945

.9965

.8808

. g188

7

ogg

1.000

.957'l

.9907

.97,

I
I

"995

1.

O0O

.gg?,

I.000

.9798

1" 00

1.000

1.000

1.000

I.000

10

1- 00

1-

l_

1

"7,

2

"79

,
I

OOO

I

000

-'

"9460

^ôOO

Sta¡rda¡d Ðeviation
1

.?704

.2Lr5

.1 9,

"2?56

.2L7'

2

.2581

.2052

.rrgg

.ro45

t

"2740

"2427

.L5L'

.1o97

"?O7!

4

.226'

.0416

"toL,

"2?65

"2429
.188?

.L929

.1?86

.1691

.LrLg

"l?92

.064o

"oL77
. o000

"

5
6

.1ri8

"or46
014r
"

7

. 06oo

"

I
g-10

"2?Ù5

"0224
"

0000

0000

"

0854

.0000

"o?24

.0000

. oooo

i

.0000

0500

"o36L
u

0000

.

:'

r gunÐr,{

Gra.phical representation of the

mean

proportion of words recognized
from each of the ten copies
of the five sentences

F.R

SENTENCE/copv

TABLE

2

The Norms for the Level of Complete

Recognition of Each of the Five
Sentences of the Recognition

Threshold Task
Sentence

CRF

Ir'lean
4.2
St. Dev, 2,8

VR

6.45
I.o7

VI

6.8
l_.4

FR

,t
2.3

6

FI

4.9

I.3

APPENDTX 6

The VI6O Schedule of
Reinforcement

TABLE

1

The Time Intervals Between Reinforcements

Seconds

3o
26

5B

I00

5o
20

I+6

B6

9o
94
20
?4

6z
70
100
3+

94
?4
3t+

7o
26
46
B6

5o

6z
114
6o
6o
(Q

6o
6o

Note. Read down columns.

6

9o
110
l_o

114
3o
l-0
110
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The U*r5O Schedule of

Reinforcement

TABLE

1

The Cumu.lative Number of Responses

Required for a Reinforcement
Responses Produced
12A
739

t335
2rgr
3035
3669
43zB

54r2

616B
7067

REPEAT

223
800
r3B2
æ43
3o9r
37Bo

306
866

l-635
2538
3179
3873
4663

4ge 5oo
987 l11B
r? 5? 204?
2686 2797
3391

3569

4tj9 4294
48? o 5t6 5
Ðze
5Ð4
5û4 59t5 5934
6424 66zZ 68z7 67tt.2
?742 ?392 74oz ?5oo

Note. Read across eolumns

